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Abstract

We propose a generic solution for user adaptation of synchronized multimedia presentations. We consider adaptation
as a transformation problem: the user specifies a predicate that applied to a generic multimedia presentation yields a
customized view of the presentation. We specify a means of expressing content descriptions and alternate content in
generic multimedia presentations. User adaptation is based on content predicates that a player uses to select alternate
content or elements that match content descriptions. Several examples show flexibility and expressing power of the
proposed approach.  1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The existing World Wide Web infrastructure pro-
vides access to a rich information space of hyper-
media documents that integrate media types (JPEG,
GIF, MPEG, audio files). For various reasons, we
want to be able to adapt World Wide Web docu-
ments to different conditions and user needs:
ž End platform: a document may need to be adapted

to the characteristics of an execution platform:
screen size, colour depth, processing power.
ž Network connectivity: available bandwidth and

packet loss rate may influence the encoding and
compression ratio of multimedia data.
ž Accessibility: a document may need to be adapted

to different accessibility constraints; a browser
may present alternate content to disabled individ-
uals or change media type in some circumstances
(e.g. World Wide Web access when driving).
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ž User needs: the user may want a personalized
version of a document. Customizing may depend
on various constraints:
– user profile: a document should be adapted

according to some user profile;
– education level: an appropriate version of a

course or a lesson should be tailored to a
required level of education;

– time: the user may require a short version or
a summary of a document; in this case, the
short version or the summary should include
different parts of a document depending on the
user’s focus or interest;

– access history: different content may be pre-
sented depending on the history of access (e.g.
a given access pattern results in a customized
version).

All these constraints expressed by the user can be
considered as a predicate that the user specifies to
create a personalized view of a document.

Several different means already exist for adapting
World Wide Web documents.
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ž Content negotiation [6,22]: HTTP=1.1 allows a
client to access the ‘best’ version of a document,
if several versions exist on a server (‘best’ means
that the version best fits the user needs specified
in the request header).
ž Web Access Initiative (WAI) [27]: addresses mak-

ing the Web accessible to people with disabilities.
WAI already proposes accessibility guidelines for
creating documents that can be transformed ac-
cording to user needs.
ž W3C Mobile Access Activity and Wireless Appli-

cation Protocol Forum (WAP) [21]: are dedicated
to enabling advanced services and applications
on mobile wireless devices (such as cellular tele-
phones). WAP has defined several standards such
as the Wireless Markup Language (WML) and
Wireless Application Environment (WAE) to deal
with specific needs of low-end devices and low-
bandwidth network connections.
ž URI: allows to identify different versions of a

document thus enabling a client to choose (via
HTTP=1.1) a version that suits the client charac-
teristics the best.
ž Some other World Wide Web standards provide

useful support for adaptation:
– Document Object Model (DOM) [25]: pro-

vides a standard set of objects for representing
HTML and XML documents [23], a standard
model of how these objects can be combined,
and a standard interface for accessing and ma-
nipulating them.

– Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) [28]: allow per-
sonalized presentation styles of document con-
tents.

– Document Style Semantics and Specification
Language (DSSSL) [13]: provides a program-
ming language for document transformations
and a query language for document elements.

– Resource Description Framework (RDF) [26]:
provides a means of associating semantics with
World Wide Web documents.

– Query languages for the World Wide Web [29]:
this new activity of W3C tries to leverage ex-
isting database query languages and use them
in the context of XML documents and RDF
descriptions.

Although user adaptation concerns all kinds of
documents, we will focus on synchronized multime-

dia presentations. A synchronized multimedia pre-
sentation integrates multiple streams of continuous
media, and specifies how they are combined to-
gether and how they should be presented to the
user. W3C has initiated an activity to explore in-
tegration of synchronized multimedia into World
Wide Web documents. It has issued a recommenda-
tion of SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration
Language) [24], a new specification language with
temporal functionalities.

In a previous work [15], we have proposed an-
other approach to the specification of synchronized
multimedia presentations based on three concepts:
ž hypertime links for temporal composition,
ž common time bases for close lip-sync synchro-

nization between media objects,
ž dynamic layout that can be seen as an extension

of media objects.
Our approach provides a simple and clean way

of specifying temporal composition and provides
several advantages compared to SMIL. In particular,
it allows to separate the temporal composition from
the definition of media objects. Another advantage
is that we can easily add new elements to deal with
adaptable presentations.

The objective of this paper is to propose a generic
solution for user adaptation of synchronized multi-
media presentations. We use our temporal extensions
to HTML as a base for adding adaptation support.
As we have seen above, adaptation can be seen
as a transformation problem: the user specifies a
predicate that, applied to a synchronized multimedia
presentation, generates a customized view of the pre-
sentation. To do so, we need a means of specifying:
ž alternate content: elements that allow to define

alternate media objects, temporal composition,
and layout,
ž content descriptions: a way of associating meta-

data information with elements of a presentation
(e.g. importance, keywords, duration),
ž content predicates: a condition that selects al-

ternate content or elements that match content
descriptors.
The means should fit the temporal model, so

that applying a predicate on a given presentation
yields a result which is a valid temporal presentation.
Other support for adaptation that we have mentioned
(content negotiation, WAI, WAP, CSS), can always
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be used to enrich adaptation facilities defined in this
paper.

In the remainder of the paper, we give a motivat-
ing example (Section 2) that helps understanding the
adaptation problem. Then, we present our temporal
extensions to HTML (Section 3) and define elements
needed for expressing content descriptions, alternate
content, and content predicates (Section 4). The use
of this adaptation support is shown in an example
(Section 5). Finally, we compare our solution with
related work (Section 6) and outline conclusions
(Section 7).

2. Motivating example

We present an example to illustrate what we want
to achieve. Imagine a presentation of a travel agency
that offers journeys to different countries. Such a
presentation includes video clips, background music,
images, and narrative voice. For each journey, places
to visit are illustrated and commented. The agency
presents its offer and precise conditions. The same
scenario repeats for each country. Fig. 1 presents an
example of a long presentation and a short summary
for two countries: China and Japan.

We would like to be able to adapt the presentation
to user preferences. As an example, we consider two
cases.

Fig. 1. An example of a presentation.

ž Choice of a country: the user may want to see
only the presentation of one country or a given set
of countries instead of being forced to follow the
whole presentation.
ž Summary: instead of the whole presentation, the

user may want to see a short summary of the offer
for all countries. Showing only the first 10 s of each
country presentation is probably not the right thing
to do. Rather, we would like to see a sequence of
10 s summaries showing the most important things
that can be visited in each country. Moreover, less
important media objects, such as some images or
background music, may be dropped.
The two cases of the adaptation show the char-

acteristics of the problem. We need a means of
choosing alternate media objects in a presentation,
specifying alternate temporal paths within a global
temporal composition, and associating descriptions
with objects, so that the user may choose the right
contents. In addition to that, we need a way to
specify the user choices and preferences.

Obviously, a simple solution to the adaptation
problem can be to maintain different versions of the
presentation for different usage. However, this means
that we know the user’s needs and we are able to gen-
erate all possible versions depending for example on
different languages, formats, and contents. We think
that such a solution is cumbersome and we propose
another approach to avoid multiplication of versions:
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customization of a generic presentation to user needs.
Our solution is based on the previous work that

adds temporal extensions to HTML [15]. To deal
with adaptation, we define new elements and at-
tributes to mark up alternate contents and add de-
scriptions. We follow the RDF approach to associate
descriptions with media objects and temporal links.
A player of a generic presentation will then allow
the user to specify a predicate to tailor a given
presentation to his=her needs.

The proposed solution is generic in the sense that
it can be useful for other purposes than those intro-
duced in the example: to augment accessibility by
tailoring presentations to user constraints, to adapt
presentations to a specific platform or network con-
straints (the domain of WAP); and it may also be
used in more a general context to query collections
of multimedia presentations. All existing support
mentioned in the previous section (content negotia-
tion, URI, CSS) is complementary and can be used
in conjunction with the proposed solution.

3. Temporal extensions to HTML

Before introducing support for adaptation, we
present the extensions to HTML, so that we can il-

lustrate our proposition with a complete motivating
example. The extensions are based on the following
concepts [15]: hypertime links, time bases, and dy-
namic layout. Implementation details of a prototype
player can be found elsewhere [16].

3.1. Hypertime links for temporal composition

We propose to use a simple functional paradigm
derived from temporal point nets to specify tempo-
ral composition: a temporal link between an origin
and a target. We call it a hypertime link by anal-
ogy to its World Wide Web companion. A hyper-
time link has explicit temporal semantics: it relates
two media samples (e.g. video frames) and assigns
time instants to the samples. Following a hyper-
time link is automatic in the sense that it does not
require any user interaction and consists of skip-
ping in time from the origin of the media sample
to the target. The action expressed by the link de-
pends on the target: if the target is the beginning
of a media object or a sample somewhere inside
the object, the link activates the target. If the target
is the end of a media segment, the link terminates
the object.

We use the notion of time points to define an
origin and a target.

< htlink orig = " time-point-id | [ time-point-id, time-point-id ] "
target = " time-point-id " >

The time point tag defines a position in a media object or layout that can be used as an origin or a target of a
hypertime link. The position can be of two types: nominal or absolute. A nominal position is defined using the
nominal presentation rate of a media object. An absolute position is based on an absolute time coordinate of a
time point.

< time-point id = " name "
value = " integer value | float value "
unit = " frame | sample | timestamp | second | ... "
type = " nominal | absolute " >

3.2. Common time bases for close synchronization

Specification of temporal composition is not sufficient to play back a multimedia document. We need some
more information about how media objects must be synchronized. This information is particularly useful in a
computing environment that does not provide strong real-time support. In such an environment, different media
segments started at the same instant may get out of synchronization after some time and require some corrective
action (such as dropping samples) to become synchronized again. We want to be able to specify which objects
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should be kept synchronized, how often, and what is the nature of this close synchronization (in other words,
who is the master of the time).

For this purpose, we define the notion of a time base. A time base is a virtual time space in which media
objects ‘live’. A time base defines a common time coordinate space for all objects that are related by some
relations, for example master–slave dependency. A time base can be seen as a perfect time space in which
real-world phenomena such as jitter or drift do not exist and media objects behave in a perfect manner.
Obviously, such a perfect time space does not exist; however, it can be implemented closely enough using
real-time support. If such support is not available, which is the case in many existing systems, a document
should indicate how the quality of presentation is to be maintained and what is the nature of synchronization to
be enforced.

We define the nature of synchronization between media segments using the notions of master and slave. A
master–slave relationship defines a master controlling a slave according to its needs. We extend this notion to
multiple masters and slaves through the common time base: a master can accelerate time or slow it down, hence
slaves and other masters must adjust to time. The master–slave relationship allows the user to easily define the
behaviour of media segments with respect to synchronization.

The time base tag groups layouts and media objects that should be synchronized closely. Synchronization
roles (master or slave) are specified in objects themselves.

< timebase >
layouts
objects

< /timebase >

A synchronization point can be specified in a media object:

< sync-point id = " name "
value = " integer value | float value "
period = " integer value | float value "
unit = " frame | sample | timestamp | second | ... "
type = " nominal | absolute " >

3.3. Media objects and dynamic layout

We suppose that a synchronized multimedia document may include a variety of media objects having
temporal behaviour. A media object defines time evolution of media samples of one type. Media samples must
be presented at precise time instants defined by the rate of presentation. The rate may be imposed by the author,
adapted to match the duration of another object, or adjusted to synchronize with other objects. A media object
schedules presentation of samples within a given time base. In this way, objects in the same time base are
synchronized.

In addition to synchronized presentation of media samples, a media object can be controlled by other
objects according to temporal composition. A hypertime link activated by another object can change the current
presentation of an object and force it to skip to the target sample or to stop.

The media object tag defines an object that refers to the URL of media content, specifies the role for master
or slave synchronization, and defines a scale temporal transformation. Within the tag, we can encapsulate other
objects and define synchronization and time points. Unlike SMIL, we do not distinguish between different
media objects. The media object tag may contain arbitrary content presented using a given layout.

< object id = " name "
src = " url "
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role = " master | slave "
scale = " object-id | layout-id | float value " >

objects
synchronization points
time points
hypertime links

< /object >

We define a dynamic layout as a special case of a media object. It defines a temporal behaviour of the
physical layout. The only difference is that layouts are neither masters nor slaves since they do not contain
any media samples to be synchronized. Frames can include other layouts to specify nested layouts that provide
nested coordinate spaces. Hypertime links define how the layout changes in time. This approach allows
seamless integration of spatial and temporal dimensions into a multimedia document.

The layout tag is a special case of a media object tag. It does not specify a synchronization relationship nor
media content. Instead of encapsulating other objects, it encapsulates frames, a means of defining regions of a
screen in which media objects may be presented.

< layout id = " name "
scale = " object-id | layout-id | float value " >

frames
synchronization points
time points
hypertime links

< /layout >

< frame id = " name "
src = " object-id | layout-id | url "
layer = " integer value "
shape = " shape "
mask = " mask " >

3.4. Motivating example using the extensions

We present below a simplified version of the example described in Section 2 (the layout is not given for the
sake of clarity). Fig. 2 shows its graphic representation.

Fig. 2. Temporal composition of the example.
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Example 1. Presentation of a travel agency.

<object id="travel-to-china">
<object id="video" src="china-clip.mpeg">

<time-point id="com" value="15" unit="second">
<time-point id="mus" value="25" unit="second">

</object>

<object id="comments" src="china-comments.wav">
</object>

<object id="music" src="china-music.mid">
</object>

<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">
<htlink orig="video.com" target="comments.beg">
<htlink orig="video.mus" target="music.beg">

</object >

<object id="travel-to-japan">
<object id="video" src="japan-clip.qt">

<time-point id="mus" value="10" unit="second">
</object>

<object id="comments" src="japan-comments.au">
</object>

<object id="music" src="japan-music.mp3">
<time-point id="com" value="30" unit="second">

</object>

<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">
<htlink orig="video.mus" target="music.beg">
<htlink orig="music.com" target="comments.beg">

</object>

<htlink target="travel-to-china.beg">
<htlink orig="travel-to-china.end" target="travel-to-japan.beg">

4. Support for user adaptable multimedia presentations

Our goal is to provide a generic solution for user adaptation of synchronized multimedia presentations.
To adapt a generic presentation, the user specifies a predicate that, applied to the presentation, generates a
customized view. So, we need two types of adaptation support: a way to express alternate content and content
descriptions in the generic presentation, and a way for specifying user content predicates. We will present the
adaptation support below.
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The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [26] provides facilities related to our problem. RDF is a
framework for specifying metadata that enables automated processing of World Wide Web resources. RDF
uses XML as a common syntax for the exchange and processing of metadata. By exploiting the features of
XML, RDF imposes structure that provides for the unambiguous expression of semantics and, as such, enables
consistent encoding, exchange, and machine-processing of standardized metadata.

RDF provides the means of describing resources, their properties, and corresponding values, so that
semantics can be associated with World Wide Web resources. Meaning in RDF is referred through a reference
to a schema that specifies definitions and restrictions of usage. To avoid confusion between independent and
possibly conflicting definitions of the same term, RDF uses the XML namespace facility to refer to various
schemas.

Our adaptation support is partially inspired by the RDF; however, we need to add new elements and redefine
some RDF elements. In this paper, we use a new namespace called AMP (Adaptable Multimedia Presentations):

<?xml namespace ns="http://www.imag.fr/AMP" prefix="amp">

In the rest of the paper, we assume that we use elements defined in the namespace and we skip the prefix.

4.1. Content descriptions

A generic multimedia presentation has to include descriptions of media objects or temporal links, so that
the user may choose relevant components of the presentation. We use two forms of descriptions: short inline
descriptions included as attributes in an element and RDF-like descriptions associated with an element through
a reference.

Here is an example of an inline description:

<object id="china-video" src="china.mpg"
description="a general presentation of China">

For very structured descriptions, we can associate a description using a reference:

<object id="china-video" href="#china-desc">
...

</object>

<description id="china-desc">
<source src="china.mpg">
<author>Bertolucci</author>
<desc val="a general presentation of China">
<duration val="60" unit="second">
<format val="video/mpeg">

</description>

Note that in this example, we use a local reference to the description (href="#china-desc"), but we could
have provided an URL to an external document as well (for example, a document generated from a database of
descriptions).

Using descriptions, we can also associate semantics with temporal links:

<htlink target="travel-to-china.beg"
descriptionD"long presentation">
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4.2. Alternate content

In addition to content descriptions, we need a way to express alternate versions of an object or a hypertime
link. A simple and common example of alternate content is the familiar <img> element:

<img src="an-image.gif" alt="W3C logo">

It is useful for providing alternate text for an image, but this way is insufficient for specifying two alternate
versions of an image. SMIL provides the <switch> element for specifying alternate content; however, it
cannot express two different versions of the temporal composition independently of media objects. In our
case, we need to specify that one media object or hypertime link is an alternative version of another one.
Using an element attribute is not enough, because we cannot define an alternate object in an inline attribute.
Instead, we define alternate content in a similar way to content descriptions by using inline attributes to
mark up different versions of the same object or by using an element similar to the RDF bag with alternate
components:

description:
< description id = "name" >

alternatives
< /description >

alternatives:
< alt >

alternative elements
< /alt >

alternative elements:
< li altval = " name "

default >
attributes

< /li >

attributes:
< source src = " url " >
< importance val = " value " >
< version val = " value " >

Here is an example of the inline declaration format:

<object id="china-video" version="long" importance="low"
src="long-china-clip.mpeg">

...
</object>

<object id="china-video" version="short" importance="high"
src="short-china-clip.mpeg">

...
</object>
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The attribute id identifies an alternate object with different versions, version is a selector of a version,
importance associates the information about its importance. The attributes can be used in a user condition
to select an appropriate version. The following example illustrates how alternative hypertime links can be
expressed:

<htlink id="china-link" version="long"
orig="travel-to-china.end" target="travel-to-japan.beg ">

<htlink id="china-link" version="short"
orig="travel-to-china.end" target="conclusions.beg">

Another way to express alternate content is to declare an object first, as shown in Section 4.1:

<object id="china-video" href="#china-desc">
...

</object>

and then specify alternate content in a description:

<description id="china-desc">
<alt>

<li altval="a0" default>
<source src="long-china-clip.mpg">
<importance val="high">
<version val="long">

</li>
<li altval="a1">

<source src="short-china-clip.mpg">
<importance val="low">
<version val="short">

</li>
</alt>

</description>

We have defined the alt element acting as a container with alternatives denoted by li. We have assigned
distinctive values to each alternative by including an altval parameter and we have indicated a default
alternative with the parameter default.

Content descriptors and alternatives can also be associated with layout objects which have the same
characteristics as media objects.

4.3. Content predicates

The support for content descriptions and alternate content allows the author to annotate presentations so that
they can be customized by the user. To do this, the user has to specify a predicate that can be matched against a
generic presentation to yield a result document.

An emerging W3C activity on query languages is related to this problem. The activity deals with a more
general problem of querying collections of HTML=XML documents described by means of RDF metadata
[1,9,14]. Research done so far indicates that solutions based on query languages such as SQL may gain
importance. In our case, we only need a way to express an assertion concerning content descriptors and
alternate content. We propose to use a simplified RDF query similar to the SQL where clause for this goal:
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condition:
< condition >

conjunction
disjunction

< /condition >

conjunction:
< conjunction >

selection
choice
conjunction
disjunction

< /conjunction >
disjunction:

< disjunction >
selection
choice
conjunction
disjunction

< /disjunction >

selection:
< selection type = " description-attribute "

value = " attribute-value " >

choice:
< choice type = " alt-attribute "

value = " attribute-value " >

<selection> allows to select only the elements that match the value of the description attribute. Elements that
do not match are not included in the result document. <choice> allows to choose one alternative out of several
ones. Elements that are not expressed using alternatives are included by default in the result document.

The condition may include a conjunction or a disjunction of attribute values that should match the result
elements. For example, we can have the following content predicate:

<condition>
<conjunction>

<choice type="version" value="short">
<selection type="description" value="China">

</conjunction>
</condition>

Although we have presented a simple way of specifying predicates, more powerful and sophisticated query
languages [29] could be used for customizing generic presentations. A predicate is a high-level means for
solving the adaptation problem, so the last question to answer is: who prepares and issues a predicate for
customization? It can be done at least in three ways:
ž user profile — a player automatically generates a predicate based on a user profile or checkboxed options

(e.g. short or long version),
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ž adaptation proxy — a proxy that takes care of the characteristics of the client machine and its current
network connectivity can issue a predicate adequate to the current conditions (e.g. a sequential version of a
parallel presentation on a machine that does not have enough processing power),
ž advanced player interface — a player can propose to the user a dialog menu to enter a condition (e.g.

predicate on contents).
We suppose that the underlying communication protocol used for accessing a presentation will support

transferring a predicate to the server. For example, we can use the POST method to transfer a predicate and
obtain a customized presentation.

5. Examples

To illustrate the flexibility and expressing power of our support, we present below three examples of
user conditions that yield a customized presentation (layouts are not specified for the sake of clarity). The
conditions are applied to our motivating example presentation (Example 1) enriched with content descriptions
and annotations for alternate content:

<object id="China" description="Travel offer in China">
<object id="video" version="long" importance="low" default

src="long-china-clip.mpeg">
<time-point id="com" value="15" unit="second">
<time-point id="mus" value="25" unit="second">

</object >
<object id="video" version="short" importance="high"

src="short-china-clip.mpeg">
</object>
<object id="comments" src="china-comments.wav "> </object>
<object id="music" src="china-music.mid"> </object>
<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">
<htlink version="long" importance="low" default

orig="video.mus" target="music.beg">
<htlink version="long" importance="low" default

orig="music.com" target="comments.beg">
</object>

<object id="Japan" description="Travel offer in Japan">
<object id="video" version="long" importance="low" default

src="long-japan-clip.qt">
<time-point id="mus" value="10" unit="second">

</object>
<object id="video" version="short" importance="high"

src="short-japan-clip.qt">
</object>
<object id="comments" src="japan-comments.au"> </object>
<object id="music" src="japan-music.mp3">

<time-point id="com" value="30" unit="second">
</object>
<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">
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<htlink id="start-music" version="long" importance="low" default
orig="video.mus" target="music.beg">

<htlink id="start-comments" version="long" importance="low "default
orig="music.com" target="comments.beg">

</object >

<htlink target="China.beg">
<htlink id="start-Japan" version="sequential" default orig="China.end"

target="Japan.beg">
<htlink id="start-Japan" version="parallel" orig="China.beg" target="Japan.beg">

The following condition concerns only content descriptions and results in a presentation of journeys to China:

<condition>
<selection type="description" value="China">

< /condition>

The result of the condition is the following:

<object id="China">
<object id="video" src="long-china-clip.mpeg">

<time-point id="com" value="15" unit="second">
<time-point id="mus" value="25" unit="second">

</object >
<object id="comments" src="china-comments.wav"> </object>
<object id="music" src="china-music.mid"> </object>
<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg" >
<htlink orig="video.mus" target="music.beg">
<htlink orig="music.com" target="comments.beg">

</object>

<htlink target="China.beg">

The following condition illustrates the use of alternate content and returns a short presentation of all
journeys:

<condition>
<choice type="version" value="short">

</condition>

The result document is the following:

<object id="China">
<object id="video" src="short-china-clip.mpeg"> </object>
<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">

</object >

<object id="Japan">
<object id="video" src="short-japan-clip.qt"> </object>
<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">

</object>
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<htlink target="China.beg">
<htlink orig="China.end" target="Japan.beg">

The condition below shows how the temporal composition can be adapted:

<condition>
<disjunction>

<choice type="version" value="short">
<choice type="version" value="parallel">

</disjunction>
</condition>

The result is a document that presents the short versions of video on China and Japan in parallel:

<object id="China">
<object id="video" src="short-china-clip.mpeg"> </object>
<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">

</object>

<object id="Japan" >
<object id="video" src="short-japan-clip.qt"> </object>
<htlink orig="beg" target="video.beg">

</object>

<htlink target="China.beg">
<htlink orig="China.beg" target="Japan.beg">

6. Discussion and related work

The examples of the previous section show the
flexibility and expressive power of our solution.
Associating descriptors with content elements allows
the author to indicate which elements can possibly be
chosen from a generic presentation. Specifying alter-
nate elements helps to create many possible interpre-
tations of a given document. The support extends our
temporal model in which media objects and tempo-
ral composition are clearly separated, so that content
descriptions and alternatives can be integrated in a
seamless way. Our approach avoids the need for
explicit specification of all possible choices, which
is the drawback of other propositions. We compare
below our approach with other related work.

6.1. Adaptive hypermedia

A considerable amount of research has been de-
voted to the problem of adaptive hypermedia. Adap-

tivity in hypermedia is proposed as a means to in-
teract with users having different needs, background
knowledge, interaction style, and cognitive charac-
teristics [2,7,11,20]. It is also seen as a solution to
information overflow and navigation through large
information spaces and ordinary hypermedia. How-
ever, most of this work concerns structuring the
information as a set of hypermedia documents that
can be tailored to user needs. In our case, we want to
generate different customized versions of a generic
document.

6.2. SMIL

SMIL defines the switch element to specify a
set of alternative elements [24]. The player evaluates
the elements in the order in which they occur in
the switch element; the first acceptable element is
chosen. However, the intended use of the element is
different than our goals: the choice of an alternative
depends on a test attribute, such as system-bitrate,
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system-captions, system-language, and some others.
A multimedia presentation is not the right place to
specify this kind of condition, because the conditions
depend on the platform and the type of connectivity
that a client can have with a content server. The
number of possible combinations of attributes can
be quite substantial; imagine 8 languages, 4 bitrates,
5 execution platforms, and you need to specify 160
possible combinations. As the playing conditions are
known at playing time, they should be the subject
of content negotiation between the playing client
and a content server. The SMIL recommendation
admits this point by stating that the switch ele-
ment can be replaced by content negotiation with a
server.

Moreover, SMIL mixes media object definitions
with temporal composition, so that it is impossible
to provide both alternatives on the content and the
temporal composition of a presentation. When au-
thoring using the switch element, we must either
explicitly declare all possible choices or specify a
composition (sequential or parallel) of switch alter-
natives as illustrated in the example below. In the
example, we assume that we want to play two differ-
ent alternatives for each country, China and Japan,
and there is a test attribute (not specified in the
example) that allows to choose one of the alterna-
tives.

<switch>
<seq>

<video id="China-1">
<video id="Japan-1">

</seq>
<seq>

<video id="China-1">
<video id="Japan-2">

</seq>
<seq>

<video id="China-2">
<video id="Japan-1">

</seq>
<seq>

<video id="China-2">
<video id="Japan-2">

</seq>
</switch>

6.3. Channels

Bulterman has proposed the concept of channels
to deal with user-centric adaptation of multimedia
presentations [3]. A channel groups several indepen-
dent media tracks that the user can turn on or off
at will, thus providing some form of adaptation. The
concept mimics TV broadcasts having sound tracks
in different languages — the user can choose a de-
sired sound track. Channels are useful; however, they
are limited by the fact that media tracks should be
independent and run in parallel.

6.4. Tellim

The Tellim system tries to adapt to the user by
testing network connectivity and tracking user be-
haviour [8]. Based on a learning module and a
database, it chooses a personalized elements of a pre-
sentation. A system like Tellim may benefit from our
adaptation support, because it allows fine-grained
representation of alternatives.

6.5. Other work

The problem of adaptation is related to the prob-
lem of creating video summaries [17]. A video sum-
mary should have a given duration and represent as
well as possible the content of a video. However,
determining what is the best choice of content de-
pends on many factors — different applications or
users may provide different selection criteria. For
example, some users may be interested in all peo-
ple appearing in a movie, others may want to see
all locations or certain type of shots. Similarly to
our goals, video summaries can be seen as an opti-
mization problem with constraints: given a summary
duration, find the components that maximize a value
function (the function that measures the importance
of video components).

In the context of multimedia databases, when
retrieving results of a query, we might be interested
in presenting them to the user as a synchronized
presentation. In this case, the presentation can be
created according to the user preferences or some
other constraints [10]. Algebraic Video introduced
the concept of a virtual video node, a sort of small
functional program associated with a video shot [30].
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An algebra of operators allows to specify temporal
composition and add semantic descriptions to shots.
Relevant shots can be chosen by querying a collec-
tion of nodes to form a new virtual video. MPEG-7
activity also concerns media descriptions and facili-
ties for searching multimedia contents [12].

Much work has been done in the domain of format
adaptation: how to adapt encoding of a given media
type. Holtman et al. have defined extensions to HTTP
to handle transparent content negotiation [6]. The ex-
tensions allow the client to specify which version of
a given object should be delivered by a server. Sim-
ilar functionality has been proposed by Kamada and
Miyazaki [22]. Fox et al. have developed a distilla-
tion proxy that degrades several media types (images,
video, postscript) to decrease the download time [5].
We have used an approach based on mobile agents to
decrease the user perceived response time in a no-
madic environment — low-bandwidth connectivity
via GSM [4]. The problem of format adaptation arose
early with multimedia conferences. When a confer-
ence is multicast on the MBONE, important perfor-
mance benefits can be achieved with scalable video,
the encoding based on the principle of successive re-
finement. The base information is sent first, then en-
hancement layers add more information to increase
the quality of presentation. Destinations that are con-
nected using different bitrates can choose the layers
corresponding to their constraints. Two protocols are
being developed for content negotiation of multime-
dia streams. Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP)
provides support for signalling and controlling media
streams: acquiring the knowledge of streams avail-
able on a server and their characteristics, initiating a
session, stopping and pausing a stream, terminating a
session [19]. RTSP can be used for choosing a desired
media-encoding to be used by the content server for
delivery. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) provides
support for establishing and controlling multimedia
conferences [18]. Content negotiation and format
adaptation can always be used along with our solution
to improve adaptability at the level of media objects.

7. Conclusion

We have proposed a generic solution for user
adaptation of synchronized multimedia presenta-

tions. We consider adaptation as a transformation
problem: the user specifies a predicate that applied
to a generic multimedia presentation yields a cus-
tomized view of the presentation. We have specified
a means of expressing content descriptions and al-
ternate content in generic multimedia presentations.
User adaptation is based on content predicates that
a player uses to select alternate content or elements
that match content descriptors. Several examples
have shown flexibility and expressing power of the
proposed approach.
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